Abstract. In order to apply formal methods in practice, the practitioner has to comprehend a vast amount of research literature and realistically evaluate practical merits of different approaches. In this paper we focus on explicit finite state model checking and study this area from practitioner's point of view. We provide a systematic overview of techniques for fighting state space explosion and we analyse trends in the research. We also report on our own experience with practical performance of techniques. Our main conclusion and recommendation for practitioner is the following: be critical to claims of dramatic improvement brought by a single sophisticated technique, rather use many different simple techniques and combine them.
Introduction
If you are a practitioner who wants to apply formal methods in industrial critical systems, you have to address following problems: Which of the many approaches should I use? If I want to improve the performance of my tool, which of the techniques described by researchers should I use? Which techniques are worth the implementation effort? These are important questions which are not easy to answer, nevertheless they are seldom addressed in research papers.
Research papers rather propose a steady flow of novel techniques, improvements, and optimizations. However, the experimental work reported in research papers has often poor quality [59] and it is difficult to judge the practical merit of proposed techniques. The goal of this paper is to provide an overview of research and realistic assessment of practical merits of techniques. The paper should serve as a guide for a practitioner who is trying to answer the above given questions.
It is not feasible to realize this goal for the whole field of formal verification at once. Therefore, we focus on one particular area (explicit model checking) and give an overview of research in this area and report on practical experience. Even though our discussion is focused on one specific area, we believe that our main recommendation -that it is better to combine several simple techniques rather than to focus on one sophisticated one -is applicable to many other areas of formal methods.
Explicit model checking is principally very simple -a brute force traversal of all possible model states. Despite the simplicity of the basic idea, explicit model checking is still the best approach for many practically important areas of application, e.g., verification of communication protocols and software. The popularity of the approach is illustrated by large number of available tools (e.g., Spin, CADP, mCRL2, Uppaal, Divine, Java PathFinder, Helena) and widespread availability of courses and textbooks on the topic (e.g., [10] ).
The main obstacle in applying explicit model checking in practice is the state space explosion problem. Hence, the research focuses mainly on techniques for fighting state space explosions -during the last 15 years more than 100 papers have been published on the topic, proposing various techniques for fighting state space explosion. What are these techniques and how can we classify them? What is the real improvement brought by these techniques? Which techniques are practically useful? Which techniques should a practitioner study and use?
We try to answer these questions, particularly we provide the following:
-We overview techniques for fighting state space explosion in explicit model checking and divide them into four main areas (Section 2). -We review and analyse research on fighting state space explosion, and discuss main trends in this research (Section 3). -We report on our own practical experience with application and evaluation of techniques for fighting state space explosion (Section 4). -Based on the review of literature and our experience, we provide specific recommendation for practitioner in industry (Section 5).
The main aim of this paper is to present and support the following message: Rather than optimizing the performance of a single sophisticated technique, we should use many different simple techniques, study how to combine them, and how to run them effectively in parallel. In the following we discuss these four types of approaches and for each of them we list examples of specific techniques.
State Space Reductions
When we inspect some simple models and their state spaces, we quickly notice significant redundancy in these state spaces. So the straightforward idea is to try to exploit this redundancy and reduce the number of states visited during the search. In order to exploit this idea in practice, we have to specify which states are omitted from the search and we have to show the correctness of the approach, i.e., prove that the visited part of the state space is equivalent to the whole state space with respect to some equivalence (typically bisimulation or stutter equivalence).
State based reductions State based reductions exploit observation that if two states are bisimilar then it is sufficient to explore successors of only one of them. The reduction can be performed either on-the-fly during the exploration or by a static modification of the model before the exploration. Examples of such reductions are symmetry reduction [12, 20, 43, 44, 70, 74] , live variable reduction [21, 69] , cone of influence reductions, and slicing [19, 35] .
Path based reductions Path based reductions exploit observation that sometimes it is sufficient to explore only one of two sequences of actions because they are just different linearizations of "independent" actions and therefore have the same effect. These reductions try to reduce the number of equivalent interleavings. Examples of such reductions are transition merging [18, 48] , partial order reduction [27, 33, 40, 63, 64] , τ -confluence [11] , and simultaneous reachability analysis [55] .
Compositional methods Systems are often specified as a composition of several components. This structure can be exploited in two ways: compositional generation of the state space [46] and assume-guarantee approach [22, 32, 66] .
Storage Size Reductions
The main bottleneck of model checking are usually memory requirements. Therefore, we can save some memory at the cost of using more time, i.e., by employing some kind of time-memory trade-off. The main source of memory requirements of the algorithm Explore is the structure Visited which stores previously visited states. Hence, techniques, which try to lower memory requirements, focus mainly on this structure.
State compression During the search, each state is represented as a byte vector which can be quite large (e.g., 100 bytes). In order to save space, this vector can be compressed [25, 26, 30, 39, 49, 56, 73] or common components can be shared [38] . Instead of compressing individual states, we can also represent the whole structure Visited implicitly as a minimized deterministic automaton [41] .
Caching and selective storing Instead of storing all states in the structure Visited , we can store only some of these states -this approach can lead to revisits of some states and hence can increase runtime, but it saves memory. Techniques of this type are for example:
-caching [24, 28, 65] , which deletes some currently stored states when the memory is full, -selective storing [9, 49] , which stores only some states according to given heuristics, -sweep line method [15, 54, 68] , which uses so called progress function; this function guarantees that some states will not be revisited in the future and hence these states can be deleted from the memory.
Use of magnetic disk Simple use of magnetic disk leads to an extensive swapping and slows down the computation extremely. So the magnetic disk have to be used in a sophisticated way [7, 8, 71] in order to minimize disk operations.
Parallel and Distributed Computation
Another approach to manage a large number of states is to use even more brute force -more processors.
Networks of workstations Distributed computation can be realized most easily by network of workstations connected by fast communication medium (i.e., workstations communicate by message passing). In this setting the state space is partitioned among workstations (i.e., each workstation stores part of the data structure Visited ) and workstations exchange messages about states to be visited (Wait structure), see e.g., [23, 50, 51] . The application of distributed environment for verification of liveness properties is more complicated, because classical algorithms are based on depth-first search, which cannot be easily adapted for distributed environment. Hence, for verification of liveness properties we have to use more sophisticated algorithms, see e.g., [1, 2, 3, 5, 13, 14] .
Multi-core processors Recently, multi-core processors become widely available. Multi-core processors provide parallelism with shared memory, i.e., the possibility to reduce run-time of the verification by parallel exploration of several states, see e.g., [4, 42] .
Randomized Techniques and Heuristics
If the memory requirements of the search are too large even after the application of above given techniques, we can use randomized techniques and heuristics. These techniques explore only part of the state space. Therefore, they can help only in the detection of an error; they cannot assist us in proving correctness.
Heuristic search (also called directed or guided search) States are visited in an order given by some heuristics, i.e., Wait list is implemented as priority queue [31, 47, 67] . Different heuristic approach is to use genetic algorithm which tries to 'evolve' a path to a goal state [29] .
Random walk and partial search Random walk does not store any information and always visits just one successor of a current state [34, 60] . This basic strategy can be extended in several ways, e.g., by visiting a subset of all successors (instead of just one state), storing some states in the Visited structure, or combining random walk with local breadth-first search, see e.g., [36, 45, 52, 53, 60] .
Bitstate hashing The algorithm does not store whole states but only one bit per state in a large hash table [37] . In a case of collision some states are omitted by the search. A more involved version of this technique is based on Bloom filters [16, 17] .
Research Analysis
What are the trends in the research literature about techniques for fighting state space explosion? Is the quality of experimental evidence improving? How significant is the improvement reported in research papers? How is this improvement changing over time?
Research Papers
In order to answer the above given questions, we have collected and analyzed large set of research papers. More specifically, we collected research papers that describe techniques for fighting state space explosion in explicit model checking of finite state systems 1 . The collection contains more than 100 papers -these papers were obtained by systematically collecting papers from the most relevant conferences and by citation tracking. The full list of reviewed papers, which includes all papers referenced above, is freely available 2 . The collection is certainly not complete, but we believe that it is a good sample of research in the area. Fig. 2 . shows the number of publications in each year during the last 13 years. Although there are rises and downfalls, the overall flow of publications on the topic is rather steady. The figure also shows that all four areas described in the previous section are pursued concurrently.
Quality of Experiments
Although some of the considered research is rather theoretically oriented (e.g., partial order reduction), all considered techniques are in fact heuristics which aim at improving performance of model checking tools. So what really matters is the practical improvement brought by each technique. To assess the improvement it is necessary to perform experimental evaluation. Only good experiments can provide realistic evaluation of practical merits of proposed techniques. In order to study the quality of experiments, we classify experiments in each paper into one of four classes, depending on the number and type of used models 3 :
1. Random inputs or few toy models. 2. Several toy models (possibly parametrized) or few simple models. 3. Several simple models (possibly parametrized) or one large case study. 4. Exhaustive study of parametrized simple models or several case studies. Fig 3. presents the quality of experiments in papers from our sample. The figure shows that the quality on average is not very good and, what is even more disappointing, that there is slow progress in time, although many realistic case studies are available (see [59] for more detailed discussion of these issues).
Since there is a large number of techniques, it is important to compare performance of novel techniques with previously studied one. However, analysis of our research sample shows that only about 40% papers contain some comparison with similar techniques; this ratio is improving with time, but only slowly. Moreover, the comparison is usually only shallow.
Our analysis also shows one encouraging trend. Fig. 3 . shows that there is a relation between quality of experiments and citation impact of a paperresearch with better experiments is more cited. 
Reported Improvement
Before the discussion of improvements reported in research papers, we clarify the terminology that we use to measure this improvement. We use the notion 'reduction ratio' to denote the ratio between the memory consumption of the technique for fighting state space explosion and the memory consumption of the standard reachability (exploration of full reachable state space). Some authors report 'reduced by' factor, i.e., if we report 'reduction ratio' 80%, it means that the memory consumption was 'reduced by' 20%. Note that in this section we analyze reduction ratios as reported by authors, not what we consider realistic reduction ratios of techniques.
For clarity of presentation, we again divide the reported reduction ratios into four classes:
1. Reported reduction ratio is 50% or worse (or sometimes good but sometimes worse than 100%). 2. Reported reduction ratio is in most cases 10%-50%. 3. Reported reduction ratio is in most cases 1%-10%. 4. Reported reduction ratio is better than 1% (or exponential improvement is reported or only out-of memory for full search is reported, i.e., reduction ratio is impossible to assess). Fig. 4 . shows that in most cases the reported reduction is in the second category (reduction between 10% and 50%). The relation with the quality of experiments clearly demonstrates that this is also the most realistic evaluation -better results are often caused by poor experiments, not by special features of techniques.
There is no clear trend with respect to time, i.e., it seems that novel techniques do not significantly improve on performance of previous techniques. This does not automatically mean that the recent research is misguided. In some cases novel technique provides principally different way how to obtain the reduction and can be combined with previously proposed techniques in orthogonal way. Novel technique can also extend the application domain of previously studied techniques.
As we already mentioned, the research in this domain is purely practically motivated. However, the amount of research into certain topic is not really related to its practical merit. For example, our experience (described in next section) shows that the dead variable reduction brings similar improvement as partial order reduction. Nevertheless, there are significantly more research papers about partial order reduction than about dead variable reduction. This is probably not due to the practical merits of partial order reduction, but because it can be extensively studied theoretically.
Practical Experience
In this section we report on our experience with techniques for fighting state space explosion. Our experience is based on large-scale research studies, which are described in stand-alone publications. Here we provide only a brief description of these studies and present their main conclusions. Technical details can be found in cited papers.
Our experience report obviously does not cover all techniques for fighting state space explosion. However, we cover all four areas described in Section 2 and the main conclusions are in all cases similar, so we believe that it is reasonable to generalize our experience.
On-the-fly State Space Reductions
We evaluated several techniques for on-the-fly state space reductions. Setting of this study (see [57] for details):
-Implementation: publicly available implementations of explicit model checkers (Spin, Murphy, DiVinE). -Models: models included in tool distributions plus few more publicly available case studies. -Techniques: dead variable reduction, partial order reduction, transition merging, symmetry reduction.
When we measured the performance of techniques over realistic models, we found that the reduction ratio is usually worse than what is reported in research papers -research papers often use simple models with artificially high values of model parameters. More specifically, the main results of our evaluation are the following: dead variable reduction works on nearly all models, reduction ratio is usually between 10% and 90%; partial order reduction works only in some cases, reduction ratio is between 5% and 90%; transition merging works in similar cases as partial order reduction, it is weaker but easier to realize, reduction ratio is usually between 50% and 95%; symmetry reduction works only for few models (symmetric ones), reduction ratio is usually between 8% and 50%.
Our main conclusion from this study are the following:
-Each technique is applicable only to some types of models. No technique works really universally; more specialized techniques yield better reduction.
-On real models, no single technique is able to achieve reduction ratio significantly under 5%. Claims about drastic reduction, which occur in some papers, are not really appropriate. -Since there are many techniques and many of them are orthogonal, most models can be reduced quite significantly.
Caching and Compression
From the area of 'storage size reduction' techniques we evaluated two techniques for reducing memory consumption of the data structure Visited . Setting of this study (see [62] for details):
-Implementation: all techniques are implemented in uniform way using the DiVinE environment [6] (source codes are publicly available). -Models: 120 models from BEEM (BEnchmarks for Explicit Model checkers) [59] . -Techniques: state caching with 7 different caching strategies, state compression with Huffman coding (two variants: static code and code computed by training runs).
In the study we also reviewed previous research on storage size reduction techniques. We found that using proper parameter values with our simple and easy-to-implement techniques, we were able to achieve very similar results to those reported in other works which use far more sophisticated approaches. Concrete results of the evaluation are the following:
-Caching strategies are to a certain degree complementary. Using an appropriate state caching strategy, the reduction ratio is in most cases 10% to 30%. -Using state compression, the reduction ratio is usually around 60%.
-The two techniques combine well.
Distributed Exploration
From the area of parallel and distributed techniques we report on the basic distributed approach to explicit model checking: we have a network of workstations connected by fast Ethernet, workstations communicate via message passing (MPI library), state space is partitioned among workstations. In this setting the reduction ratio is clearly bounded by 1/n, where n is the number of workstations. In practice the reduction ratio is worse because of communication overhead. Here we report on results of our evaluation, however the results are rather typical in this area.
Setting of this study (see [58] for details):
-Implementation: the DiVinE tool (public version).
-Models: 120 models from BEEM (BEnchmarks for Explicit Model checkers) [59] .
-Techniques: distributed reachability on 20 workstations.
In this study the speedup varies from 2 to 12, typical value of the speedup is between 4 and 6 (i.e., reduction ratio around 20%). We also found that the speedup is negatively correlated with the speed of successor generation by the tool.
Error Detection Techniques
From the area of 'randomized techniques and heuristics' we have chosen 9 techniques and evaluated their performance. In this case we do not study the reduction ratio, because it is not known -the experiments are done on models for which the standard reachability is not feasible. Therefore, we focus on relative performance of techniques and on the issue of complementarity.
Setting of this study (see [61] for details):
-Implementation: all techniques are implemented in uniform way using the DiVinE environment [6] (source codes are publicly available), -Models: 54 models (with very large state space) from BEEM [59] .
-Techniques: breadth-first search, depth-first search, randomized DFS, two variants of random walk, bitstate hashing with repetition, two variants of directed search, and under-approximation refinement based on partial order reduction.
For the evaluation we used several performance measures: number of steps needed to find an error, length of reported counterexample, and coverage metrics. The main results of this study are the following:
-There is no single best technique. Results depend on used performance metrics, even for a given metric, the most successful technique is the best one only over 25% of models. -It is important to focus on complementarity of techniques, not just on their overall (average) performance. For example, in our study the random walk technique had rather poor overall performance, but it was successful on models where other techniques fall, i.e., it is a useful technique which we should not discard.
Conclusions
This paper is concerned with techniques for fighting state space explosion problem in explicit model checking. We review the research in the area during the last 15 years (more than 100 research papers) and report on our practical experience. As a result of our review we identify four main groups of techniques: state space reductions, storage size reductions, parallel and distributed computation, randomization and heuristics. These four groups are rather orthogonal and can be combined; within each group techniques are often based on similar ideas and their combination can be difficult.
The review of research shows that despite a steady flow of publications on the topic, the progress is not very significant -in fact the reduction ratio reported in research papers stays practically the same over the last 15 years. This analysis stresses the need for good practical evaluation. However, realistic evaluation of research progress is complicated by rather poor experimental standards and by unjustified claims by researchers.
Results reported in research papers often make an impression of dramatic improvements. Our practical experience suggests that it is not realistic to get better reduction ratio than 5% with a single technique, in fact in most cases the obtained reduction ratio is between 20% and 80%. Nevertheless, this does not mean that techniques for fighting state space explosion are not useful. Techniques of different types can be combined, and together they might be able to bring a significant improvement.
Our experience also suggest that simple techniques are often sufficient. The performance obtained by sophisticated techniques is often similar to performance of basic techniques from each area. Complicated techniques often achieve better results only for specialized application domains. This observation can be also supported by analysis of techniques implemented in model checking tools. Tools usually implement basic versions of many techniques, sophisticated techniques are often implemented only in a tool used by authors of the technique.
To summarise, we propose following recommendations for those who want to apply model checking in practice:
-Use large number of simple techniques of different types.
-Do not try to find 'the best' technique of a specific type. Try to find a set of simple complementary techniques and run all of them (preferably in parallel). -Be critical to claims in research papers, particularly if the experimental evidence is poor. -Use sophisticated techniques only if they are specifically targeted at your domain of application. -Focus on combination of orthogonal techniques.
Researchers, we believe, should focus not just on the development of novel techniques, but also on issues of techniques combination, selection, and efficient scheduling: How to select right technique for a given model? In what order we should try available techniques? Can information gathered by one technique be used by another techniques?
